
Signs of Hot Water Heater Problems 
 
Today we are visiting discuss exactly what to do when no hot water is originating from the water 
heater. There are a number of reasons this might occur, and numerous indications the hot water 
heater has considering that one could have overlooked. That is all right, for a lot of home 
owners do not know just what the sign that a hot water heater requires a little upkeep. 
Nevertheless, there are some telltale indications along the road, aside from water coming out of 
the heater. Stay clear of damages by discovering the indications that the water heater is close to 
breaking down completely. 
 
Tarnished water 
If the water from the hot water taps in the house is stained or rusty , it can be an indicator that 
there is corrosion inside the water heater storage tank. If the interior of the tank is rusting, it will 
ultimately rust all through, leak, and require being changed. 
Nonetheless, there are a couple of various other reasons there could be rust in the water. To 
save room below, have a look at this information for more details on rust inside a water heater. 
 
Odd sounds originating from the water heater 
With time debris develops within the bottom of the water storage tank. When heated up, and 
reheated, the debris will certainly solidify, leading to reduced performance, needing even more 
energy to heat up the water. The more time invested heating, will certainly cause raised wear on 
the steel tank, which triggers the steel to come to be breakable. It will certainly create tiny 
openings and it could also split. If the noise of knocking or popping is listened to inside the 
storage tank, it is an indicator that the debris has to be eliminated from the storage tank. Rinsing 
the water heater will certainly eliminate this. These noises do not mean that the water heater will 
require updated. Generally merely a friendly cleaning will certainly have 
it functioning well once more. 
 
Aging 
If the residence one stays in was bought, it is simple to not know 
precisely just how old the water heater is. Hot water heaters do last a 
long period of time, and it can be simple to not keep in mind when it was 
installed if one is the property owner to do so. With typical maintenance, 
they may truly last a long period of time also. 
 
The age of the water heater can be located by taking a look at the 
identification number. As an example, if the code is F0106266345. you 
could reason that the 01 illustrates the year (2001). The F is for the 
month (F = 06 month, which is June). Consequently, the water heater 



was made in June 2005. If your water heater is older than ten years, one need to think about a 
new one. 
 
Wetness around the water heater 
Dampness around the water heater might show a tiny leak or split in the tank. When metal heats 
up, it broadens and develops little fractures that might allow water to leak from the tank. The 
inner tank will certainly quit leaking when the metal has actually cooled. However prior to 
rushing out to change the hot water heater, initially check making certain there typically aren't 
any sort of leaks from any of the fittings, such as the T&P valve overflow pipe. If the other 
fittings and are completely dry, the water heater could have to changed. 
 
If any one of these concerns are taking place to the hot water heater in your house, it would 
certainly be most ideal to speak to a plumbing repair firm to take a look at the heater. A lot of 
water heater repairs are most ideal delegated to an expert making certain the right safety and 
security actions are complied with. The service warranty on the heater could end up being 
nullified if an expert is not the one doing maintenance. 
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